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Crack.Psychedelic Frogs in the Congo Forest This crazy photo of
psychedelic frogs and lotus lilies has been making the rounds lately. It
was posted on Elephant Tree, the latest album by Dave Hause out of
Philadelphia, and it appears to be a modified prop from an old video. The
original video, by StarWorm Productions, apparently begins at the 26:00
mark here. As always, it’s fantastic to watch a long-form psychedelic
music video, even if it’s not your thing. Do yourself a favor and watch
it.The present invention relates generally to an improved cylinder mount
for mounting a vacuum pump on a vehicle, and more particularly to a
cylinder mount which will support the top end of a cylinder housing for a
vacuum pump with minimum interference with the passenger
compartment of the vehicle. Automobiles, particularly automobiles with
air-conditioning systems, typically have vacuum pumps which pull air
from the passenger compartment and deposit it into a reservoir located
within the automobile for recycling. The vacuum pumps are typically
mounted to the underside of the trunk lid. Heretofore, the lower end of a
vacuum pump cylinder housing was extended upwardly through an
aperture in the trunk lid and was securely clamped to an aperture in the
automobile chassis. The upper end of the vacuum pump cylinder housing
was provided with internal passages which communicated with
corresponding passages in the vacuum pump. The vacuum pump drew air
from the passenger compartment of the automobile and discharged the
air into the reservoir of the automobile. Vacuum pumps that have been
designed in the past have several problems. First, they usually have to be
removed to accommodate the trunk lid, and thus require that the
automobile owner leave the pump outside the vehicle. Second, the
vacuum pump is usually connected to the automobile's air-conditioning
system which, when in operation, generates noise which disturbs the
owner's peace of mind. Third, the internal passages of the vacuum pump
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